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M EE T

T E A M H E RO
J AC K
POWE R: Super-strength
LIKES : Ventura City FC
DISLI KES: Bullies

RU BY
POWE R: Fire Vision
LIKES : Comic Books
DISLI KES: Small Spaces

DA NN Y
POWE R: Super-hearing
LIKES : Pizza
DISLI KES: Thunder

… AN D TH EI R GR EA TE ST
EN EM Y

GENERAL GORE
PO WE R: Brilliant Warrio
r
LI KE S: Carnage
DI SL IK ES : Unfaithful M
inions

STORY 1
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“To anyone from Hero Academy
listening, I don’t know where I am
and I probably don’t have long.
But if you get this transmission,
do not try to rescue me.”
Ms Steel paused, taking shallow
breaths as another spasm of agony
tore through her leg. Smarm’s
shadow blaster had found its target
during the battle in Noxx. The wound
was only getting worse.

“I repeat, you must not come
here. Danger worse than
anything we have faced lurks in
waiting.”
She heard a crackle in her ear and
realised that her Oracle, Kite, must
have been damaged too. The message
might not even transmit.

She sagged back where she lay.
It was cold and dark, but she tried
to fight the tides of fear threatening
to overcome her. There were sounds,
shuffling closer.
Through the darkness, her enemies
were coming.

xxx

CH AP TE R 1

A MISSING FRIEND
JACK JUMPED back as a geyser
spurted from the ground only ten
metres from where he was walking.
A jet of steaming water arced into the
air, then cascaded down, splashing
the trousers of Jack’s silver snowsuit.
“This place is amazing!” said Ruby,
her amber eyes shining.
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“As long as you don’t get boiled
alive,” said Jack, eyeing the bare
rocky ground.
“I’ll listen out for anything else
that might cook us,” said Danny,
tucking his straight black hair behind
his bat-like ears.
All around them, among the stunted
trees and boulders, pools of turquoise
water glistened. The strangest thing
was how icy the air was, even though
they were practically walking on a
volcano. But then, they were in the
Arctic Circle.
“Hawk, switch to infrared vision,”
Jack said.
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“Wonderful idea!” replied the Oracle
in his ear. “The landscape will be
even more
impressive in
thermal vision.”
A visor
extended from
the earpiece
over one of
Jack’s eyes. The
terrain showed
in shades of
blue and white,
with hotspots of orange, yellow and red.

If only we were here just to enjoy the
view, Jack thought.
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But they were on an important
Team Hero mission.
The recent battle in Noxx had been
a success, in some ways. Jack and
his friends had defeated General
Gore, and prevented his armies
from coming to the earth’s surface
to spread their reign of terror and
shadow. But they had paid a high
price. During the duel between Jack
and Gore, Hero Academy teacher Ms
Steel had been wounded by Smarm,
the general’s sorcerer. She’d teleported
herself away, but she’d never turned
up at the school. She was officially
Missing in Action. The longer that
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was the case, the slimmer the odds of
her survival became.
Though they had won the battle,
Professor Rufus said the war against
the forces of darkness wasn’t over.
General Gore might have been
vanquished, but the forces of Noxx
were vast. They could regroup and
find a new leader, and would never
stop seeking revenge on the human
world. A week had passed, and
many of the faculty were stationed
in the ruins of Noxx, checking
there was no further threat. But
several other Team Hero squads had
been dispatched around the globe
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to monitor other locations where
the Noxxians might plan to break
through – sinkholes, caves, deep
ravines, volcanoes. Jack and his team
had been sent north. Their specially
adapted bodysuits kept out the worst
of the arctic winds. But in Jack’s
heart, the cold dread remained.

If Ms Steel is dead, I’ll never forgive
myself. I should have protected her
from Smarm.
Jack quickened his pace, peering
ahead. This area was home to a deep
fissure, well below sea level, and
spanning several kilometres. He and
his friends had been tasked with
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the job of searching it for any signs
of Noxxian technology, using their
personal Oracles. It was painstaking
work. They couldn’t afford to miss
anything. The fate of the world
depended on it.
“Do you really think the Noxxians
are coming back?” asked Danny, as
they trudged up a rocky slope.
“I hope not,” said Ruby. Jack could
see only a small patch of her dark
skin behind the furred hood she wore.
Like her uniform at the academy, her
silver bodysuit had yellow tabs on the
shoulders, showing her school house.
“It’s probably just a precaution.”
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At the brow of the hill, Jack bristled.
Something approached through the
falling snow – a giant creature with
eight legs, each one thumping into the
rock and ice, two eyes glowing like
small suns. They focused their glare
on Jack and his friends as the metal
beast stamped towards them.
Then, with a hydraulic hiss, the
legs folded on themselves, and the
spider’s car-sized body lowered. A
hatch opened, and a Team Hero unit
clambered out, all dressed in silver
suits with green shoulder pads.
Though their faces were covered
too, Jack recognised their leader at
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once, just from the arrogant way
he strutted forward. As they came
together, the boy lowered his facescarf. Olly.
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“Well, look who it is!” Olly said.
He put his hand to his ear, eyes
suddenly going wide. “Wait, guys!”
he called to the others. “My Oracle is
picking something up.” He pointed at
Jack. “Oh, that’s it – it’s picking up a
major loser!”
The others burst out laughing.
“Have you found anything?” asked
Jack, ignoring the taunts.
The spider was designed for
climbing. Its eight legs could anchor
it on slopes where no other vehicle
would even stand a chance. Olly’s
team had been handling the eastern
end of the trench, and now Jack’s
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were taking over to work along the
western end.
“Nope,” said Olly. “This is such a
waste of time.”
“We have to be thorough,” said
Ruby. “If we miss something—”
“You really think General Gore
would dare?” said Olly. “I’d like to
see him try! I’d take him on singlehanded. I’d—“
“Centipede soldier!” cried Danny,
pointing.
Olly leapt into air with a yelp and
hovered there, hands over his head.
Everyone started laughing,
including his own team.
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“I was just kidding,” said Danny.
Olly went bright red and flew over
to Jack, landing on the ground. “By
the way, that spider is a heap of
junk,” he sneered. “I do hope it doesn’t
give up on you. We’re a long way from
home. If you fall, they’ll probably just
leave you down there.”
He and the green team stalked off.
The other side of the hill, the
ground opened up in a huge crevasse
like a dark scar in the wintry
landscape. Jack peered over the
edge but couldn’t see the bottom.
“I guess that’s where we’re headed,”
he said.
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They walked across to the spider
rover, and climbed in. Olly hadn’t been
lying about it being a bit worse for
wear. The thing must have been left
outside for too long, because patches
of rust covered its metal skin, and
when Jack started it up, the joints
screeched horribly. He found the
wipers and they cleared a layer of grit
and snow from the viewing shield.
Jack asked Hawk to bring up a
diagram of the rover’s controls on
his visor. After flying a Noxxian
portal shuttle out of the collapsing
underground realm, Jack didn’t think
this thing could be too difficult. He
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checked the diagram then pushed
a lever forward, guiding the metal
spider towards the crevasse in
lumbering steps. He stopped the
machine at the edge. “Hold tight,” he
said, easing the control stick forward.
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Two of the robotic legs braced
against the crevasse’s far wall, as the
spider’s body tilted forward. Jack’s
heart rattled against his ribcage. If
the machine failed now, it was a long,
long drop.
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Ruby turned on the spider’s
eyelamps. Beams of light flooded the
crevasse, but all Jack saw was bare
rock descending deep into the ground.
“Much better,” Ruby said, though her
voice sounded shaky.
“It’s over four thousand metres
down to the base,” said Danny,
reading off measurements from the
mapping system.
Jack guided the spider down the
crevasse. Its sharp feet reached out
and stabbed into the rock below,
while the other legs held its weight.
The chasm was silent. Jack started
to think that Olly might be right …
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“I’m picking up a signal,” said Hawk.
“It’s a recorded message.”
“Play it,” said Jack.
There was the hiss of static as
Hawk synched with Ruby and
Danny’s Oracles, then Jack heard a
voice he knew well.
Ms Steel’s.

“To anyone from the Hero Academy
listening, I don’t know where I am and
I probably don’t have long. If you get
this transmission …”
The signal broke up into a crackle.
Jack stared at the others. “Ms Steel
is down here! And she sounds hurt!”W
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